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NFL Draft 2017 Scouting Report: ILB Rueben Foster, 

Alabama 

*Our LB grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, leaked 

Wonderlic test results, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

  

I don't think I've ever been this aggravated studying and preparing for a full scouting report on any 

prospect of the thousands I've scouted over the years. 

I've never been so disgusted with the football analyst community that supposedly study/grade/rank 

draft prospects for a living – I mean, the ones who have pushed Foster as a top 10–15 prospect overall 

for this draft, and especially those who tried to sell him as the top prospect in the draft at certain points 

in January–February. People who promote Foster as a top prospect and ignore about a billion red flags 

that exist should be ashamed to call themselves football analysts. The incident at the NFL Combine 

(which we'll revisit in a moment) was just the tip of the iceberg. And now, for the love of all things 

Alabama, analysts are even glossing over that issue. I expect Nick Saban to spin, but there's no reason 

for football analysts to fall in lockstep as well. 

Before I even hit the tape to study a prospect, I start by going through a process – a form/checklist that I 

go through, a kinda background check prior to watching their game tape. My jaw hit the ground 

researching Reuben Foster…from the context that no one in the mainstream seems to think his 

background/off-field activity is a big deal on events related to a supposed top 10 prospect. 

I feel bad for the kid/Foster. He was dealt a rough hand to start his life, but I am tasked with examining 

the facts and projecting the player forward. Feelings of sadness for a player's upbringing are not part of 

my job description; it’s not an excuse to ignore the player's behavior now. The first thing you would find 

in a Google search on Foster's life are the stories of his prison-escaped father being found and re-jailed 

after 16 years on the run. His crime? He shot his wife/Reuben's mother while she was holding an 18-

month-old Reuben Foster. You can imagine the upbringing Foster had. 

If you hoped that type of story was a one-off in Foster's life, just a sad tale that was out of Foster's 

control – the next story you're likely to find is about Foster being cleared of any wrongdoing when he 

was at a nightclub where three people were gunned down. I read a story about it, complete with a 

snapshot of (what looked like) Reuben Foster's Twitter profile picture (at the time) – him next to a 

friend who I assume was flashing some type of gang sign. If it's not really a gang sign and I'm out of 

touch, then I don't care – because people in the prospect evaluation game are doing research on the 

player and they would see what I see and aren't likely to hit up a gang sign expert for clarification. What 

I see is not comforting…if I'm considering paying this young person millions of dollars and expecting an 

ROI. Even if it's just a nothing thing with a guy trying to look cool…why put this out for the world to see? 

Even if the whole thing is out of context, it provides context on what is around Foster's person. I just 
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finished a background check on another top prospect, Solomon Thomas…and it put Foster's background 

to shame. This is the stuff you/me/scouts/GMs will find poking around Reuben Foster's background. 

Constantly in places he should not be…hanging around people he should not hang around. 

So, when I saw the story break at the NFL Combine that Reuben Foster was sent home for getting into 

some type of issue with the medical staff – I'm not surprised at all. The media can try to sweep it all 

under the rug all they want. Nick Saban can spin it all he wants, and there's some nobility in that. But 

Foster is too near trouble too many times for it not to be of concern when it comes to handing him 

millions of dollars. The fact is Reuben Foster has a cloud of negativity that has followed him since he was 

born. Some of it is not his fault, but the reality is – it exists. An NFL team is opening their doors and 

welcoming a giant headache into the organization… But first, they will shove $3–10M dollars in his 

pocket. 

If I tried to overlook all the circumstances surrounding Foster's off-field issues because he has 

committed no real crime…I still could not deny listening to Foster try to explain himself with the NFL 

Combine issue. Foster lands somewhere between childish, incoherent, and wannabe gangster when I 

hear him speak about anything… Especially explaining the NFL Combine event. I cannot believe the 

words strung together by a human adult when I'm listening to Foster try to explain what happened. 

Who knows what really happened at the NFL Combine, but I know this – if there was any question at all 

as to the 'level' of the problem that occurred, I'm sure if it were minor then Foster would've stayed in 

Indy and just apologized. No big deal. No need to have a short fuse and boot him from such a prestigious 

event. However, he was kicked out of Indianapolis quickly…while the incident got quickly brushed under 

the rug by the media and his coach. It could not have been a simple misunderstanding for that to 

happen on such a large-stage media microscope and have the punitive reaction that it did. Foster 

doesn't even deny the issue but more tries to water down or deflect it. His explanations are 

embarrassing. His talk of it is as paper thin for anyone who's bothering to look at it…and not just fawning 

over him because he played at Alabama. 

It also should come as no surprise, from what I've heard from multiple sources and have seen in print, 

that Foster is totally lost in private meetings with the NFL teams. The questions about X's & O's on a 

whiteboard – he is reportedly embarrassing himself. 

Troubled background growing up. The recent incident at the NFL Combine showing radical immaturity. 

Multiple sources saying he's lost talking about football strategy. This is the basis of a guy all the 

mainstream analysts push as a top 5–10 prospect. It's unbelievable. The football analyst's last defense is 

just saying, "Oh well, he's not a super-smart player but he's a great football player. He hits so hard!" The 

thing is – no, he's not a great football player. He's not at all. 

I'm convinced NFL analysts only look at the two-minute highlight reel and then look at the college that 

the player attended, and then look to see what other analysts are saying in order to make their 

assessments. These two-minute analysts look at tape/highlight reels like a pre-teen boy would. They're 
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looking for exciting, 'cool' moments. Reuben Foster has a few hard hits on tape and that's that – 

'Alabama' + everyone else says he's good + cool hard hits on tape = Star…in the football media's mind. 

This is Miles Killebrew from the 2016 NFL Draft all over again – just apply the 'Alabama' label to it. For a 

while, last year, analysts loved small-school safety Miles Killebrew. They loved him for his devastating 

hits on tape. I exposed the fraud. When you really watch his games, you start to realize all Killebrew is 

doing is running around looking to make highlight hits. Otherwise, he standing around or out of position 

or overpursuing or just whiffing the hit attempt. That's a lot of what I see with Reuben Foster. He's 

wandering around waiting for a slowed-up runner or a turned-the-wrong way receiver that he can blow 

up. Outside of that, he's meandering around the field disinterested in plays that are not coming his way. 

When he is close to something, you can see him try to accelerate and do something rugged instead of 

smart. Foster constantly tries to go and shoulder-blow ball-carriers instead of wrapping them up. He can 

get away with that in college on a team stuffed with talent, but he's going to be exposed as an out-of-

position, poor tackling fraud in the NFL. Do you think any of this can be coached out of him? Can the guy 

who gets into it with medical staff at the NFL Combine be broken down and rebuilt? The guy who's been 

celebrated all his life for this thing…these 'hit stick' blows…do you think he's going to change in the NFL 

after he gets shoved a few million dollars? I think his background says that's not likely to happen. 

Foster has an NFL body and athleticism, but he lacks just about everything else. He has poor field 

awareness. He has poor tackling skills…oh, he can pop you if everything lines up right…especially if the 

runner is compromised, but him wading through blockers and wiping out a runner between the tackles – 

it's not Foster's game. He's a chaser. A 'react-er'…not a read and react-er, just a react-er. See ball…run to 

ball…maybe…maybe, walk to ball if the play is too far away. Honestly, considering the pre-sell by 

analysts…the only thing I can keep saying is 'disgusting' after watching his tape. 'Shameful' works too. 

There are physical tools to work with on Foster, but I don’t think Foster is the kind of player who you can 

work with on a long-lasting, healthy relationship that eventually flourishes and is positive for the locker 

room and organization…I don’t see it in him at all. All the signs of a problem are sitting in broad daylight. 

Take him in the third or fourth round if you want, but top 15 overall is a ridiculous gamble. 

Here's Foster's current prospect rankings: 

ESPN's current #9 prospect overall. 

CBS's #9 prospect overall. 

Scouts Inc.'s #5 overall prospect. 

  

Foster lost 15 pounds to get to 230 this year. You could see him shave 10 more pounds and become a 

safety/linebacker hybrid, maybe? I just don’t think he's a savvy enough player to pull off a complicated 

position that needs him to study situations and decide what to do. He's going to be classified as an ILB 
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for his career, I assume…a seek-and-destroy linebacker. I just don’t see the seek part of his game…and 

the destroy part is overrated. 

  

Rueben Foster, Through the Lens of Our ILB Scouting Algorithm: 
 

NCAA 2016 Dick Butkus (top linebacker) Award winner. 

  

Comparing tackle tallies among top ILBs… 

Foster's solo tackles per game in SEC games in 2016: 4.1 

Zach Cunningham's solo tackles per game in SEC games in 2016: 6.4 

Anthony Walker's solo tackles per game in Big 12 games in 2016: 5.0 

Reggie Ragland's (Alabama/2015) solo tackles per game in SEC games 2015: 4.0 

Luke Kuechly's (BC/2011) solo tackles per game in ACC games 2011: 9.1 

  

NFL Combine data… 

6′0.0″/229, 10.3″ hands, 32.4″ arms 

Our projected athleticism because Foster was booted from the Combine and skipped them at his Pro 

Day… 

4.60? 40-time, 7.12 three-cone. 

18 bench press, 10.0″ broad, 33.0″ vertical 

  

Fosters' college stats on CFB Reference: http://www.sports-reference.com/cfb/players/reuben-Foster-

1.html 

 

The Historical ILB Prospects to Whom Rueben Foster Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
http://www.sports-reference.com/cfb/players/reuben-foster-1.html
http://www.sports-reference.com/cfb/players/reuben-foster-1.html
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Most of the linebackers on our comparison lists are names I barely recognize anymore. C.J. Mosley has 

been moved away from being a pure ILB to more of a cover linebacker. I don’t think Foster offers that 

option to the NFL, but athletically it's possible. 

 

ILB 
Score 

Last First Yr 
 

College H H W Tackle, 
Strngth 
Metric 

Speed, 
Agility 
Metric 

5.570 Foster Reuben 2017 Alabama 6 0.0 229 6.78 7.50 

4.681 Wilkins Craig 2013 O. Dominion 6 0.7 238 6.95 7.14 

4.929 Mosley C.J 2014 Alabama 6 2.0 234 6.65 4.86 

4.549 Dieuseul Charles 2013 Mt. Union 5 10.7 235 6.55 8.84 

4.690 Snyder Kevin 2015 Rutgers 6 2.4 238 6.46 7.04 

5.195 Sims Ernie 2007 Florida St 5 11.1 231 6.98 11.20 

4.524 Henson Robert 2009 TCU 6 0.1 240 6.36 4.91 

4.287 Arnoux Stanley 2009 Wake Forest 6 0.0 232 7.35 10.11 

 

*A score of 8.00+ is where we see a stronger correlation of LBs going on to become NFL 

good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ is more rarefied air in our system, and indicates a greater probability 

of becoming an NFL elite LB. 

All of the LB ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

Tackle-Strength Metrics = A combination of several physical and performance measurements. An attempt 

to classify the LB prospect's ability to stop the run, as well as to gauge how physical the player is, and the 

likelihood of higher tackle counts in the NFL. All based on profiles of LBs historically. 

Speed-Agility Metrics = A combination of several speed, agility, and size measurements...as well as game 

performance data to profile a LB for speed/agility based on LBs historically. A unique measuring system 

to look for LBs that profile for quickness, pass-coverage ability, and general ability to cover more 

ground. 

 

 

2017 NFL Draft Outlook: 

I have a feeling this is a classic NFL trick by top teams trying to sucker the abomination franchises at the 

bottom (Bills, Jets, et al.) into making this pick. Everyone is so sure Foster is great and everyone is totally 

sweeping the issues under the rug that I want to believe the media is being 'played by NFL teams. I think 
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you'll see Foster fall some on draft day, and it will be explained by the NFL Combine incident hurting 

him…and what a value pick he now is. Unbelievable. 

 

NFL Outlook:    

At some point, he's a disappointment in the NFL. Whether he flops right away, or is decent/good but has 

off-field issues…this is an investment that has a very low probability of playing out swimmingly. 
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